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CAST in ORDER OF APPEARANCE

Emilio..........................................................MAURICIO MARTÍNEZ
Nayib (at select performances)..................CARLOS CARRERAS, JORDAN VERGARA
Gloria..........................................................CHRISTIE PRADES
Little Gloria (at select performances)........ANA-SOFIA RODRIGUEZ, CARMEN SANCHEZ
José Fajardo..................................................JASON MARTINEZ
Gloria Fajardo..............................................DOREEN MONTALVO
Consuelo.....................................................DEBRA CARDONA
Rebecca.....................................................ANASOFIA RODRIGUEZ, CARMEN SANCHEZ
Kiki................................................................ADRIEL FLETE
Marquito.....................................................DANNY BURGOS
Kenny..........................................................HECTOR MAISONET
Phil..............................................................DEVON GOFFMAN
Guitarristas................................................JONATHAN ARANA, DANNY BURGOS, EDDIE NOEL
Big Paquito..................................................JONATHAN ARANA
American DJ.............................................EDDIE NOEL
Latin DJ.....................................................JONATHAN ARANA
Chris..........................................................DANNY BURGOS
Jeremy (at select performances)................CARLOS CARRERAS, JORDAN VERGARA
Warren.......................................................EDDIE NOEL
Young Emilio (at select performances).......CARLOS CARRERAS, JORDAN VERGARA
Antonio.......................................................JONATHAN ARANA
Nena..........................................................CLAUDIA MULET
Dr. Neuwirth..............................................DEVON GOFFMAN
Robin........................................................MICHELLE ALVES
Rachel.......................................................MARINA PIRES
Marcello.....................................................EDDIE NOEL
Lucia..........................................................SHADIA FAIRUZ
Amelia.......................................................CLAUDIA MULET
Ensemble..................................................MICHELLE ALVES, JONATHAN ARANA,
..........................................................DANNY BURGOS, SARITA COLÓN, SHADIA FAIRUZ, ADRIEL FLETE,
..........................................................HENRY GAINZA, DEVON GOFFMAN, HECTOR MAISONET,
..........................................................CLAUDIA MULET, EDDIE NOEL, MARINA PIRES,
..........................................................JEREMEY ADAM REY, JOSEPH RIVERA, MARIARODRIGUEZ,
..........................................................SHANITALMOR, CLAUDIA YANEZ

SWINGS
SKIZZO ARNEDILLO, HENRY GAINZA,
ILDAMASON, MARINA PIRES

DANCE CAPTAIN
SKIZZO ARNEDILLO

ASSISTANT DANCE CAPTAIN
ILDA MASON

UNDERSTUDIES
Understudies never substitute for listed performers unless
a specific announcement is made at the time of the performance.

For Gloria: MARINA PIRES, CLAUDIA YANEZ;
For Emilio: DANNY BURGOS, EDDIE NOEL;
For Gloria Fajardo: SHADIA FAIRUZ, CLAUDIA MULET;
For Consuelo: SHADIA FAIRUZ, CLAUDIA MULET

The use of any recording device, either audio or video, and the taking of photographs,
either with or without flash, is strictly prohibited.
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YOU'RE NEVER FULLY DRESSED WITHOUT A smile

When was your last dental checkup?
CALL TODAY! (608) 227-7000
MUSICAL NUMBERS IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER

“1-2-3”
“Anything for You”
“Coming Out of the Dark”
“Con los Años Que Me Quedan”
“Conga”
“Cuando Salí de Cuba”
“Cuba Libre”
“Don’t Wanna Lose You”
“Dr. Beat”
“Everlasting Love”
“Famous”
“Get on Your Feet”
“Here We Are”
“I See Your Smile”
“If I Never Got to Tell You”
“Live for Loving You”
“Mi Tierra”
“Oye”
“Oye Mi Canto”
“Party Time”
“Reach”
“Rhythm Is Gonna Get You”
“Tradición”
“Turn the Beat Around”
“When Someone Comes Into Your Life”
“Wrapped”

THERE WILL BE ONE 15-MINUTE INTERMISSION

ORCHESTRA

Music Director/Keyboard 1: Clay Ostwald*
Associate Music Director/Keyboard 2: Emmanuel Schwartzman
Trumpet: Jose Ruiz; Trombone: Teddy Mulet*;
Reeds: Mike Scaglione*; Guitar: Stephen Flakus;
Bass: Jorge Casas*; Percussion 1: Edwin Bonilla*;
Percussion 2: Jean-Christophe Leroy; Drums: Colin Taylor;

Music Coordinator: Patrick Vaccariello
*Member of Miami Sound Machine

Music Director of Miami Sound Machine: Jorge Casas
Assistant Music Director of Miami Sound Machine: Clay Ostwald
Keyboard Programmer: Randy Cohen
Associate Keyboard Programmers: Jeremy King, Taylor Williams
MAURICIO MARTÍNEZ (Emilio) is a Mexican actor & recording artist who is thrilled to have made his Broadway debut in On Your Feet! in Mexico City, he’s starred in Disney’s Beauty and the Beast, Saturday Night Fever, The Drowsy Chaperone, Sweet Charity, A View from the Bridge, among others. Regional: Evita (KC Rep Theatre) playing Che. TV: currently starring in Season Two of NBC Universo’s original series “El Vato” (available on Netflix), “Señora Acero 2” for Telemundo and several telenovelas for Univision. Mauricio has released two pop albums, available on iTunes. Thanks Steve Mailhak, Justin Huff, Bobo Producciones & my family and friends for their love and support. Follow @martinezmav www.mauriciomartinez.com.mx

DOREEN MONTALVO (Gloria Fajardo) is thrilled to be back with her OYF familia. Most recently performed the role Amalia in the world premiere play American Mariachi at the Denver Center and The Old Globe. Broadway/Off-Broadway: On Your Feet!, “Gloria Fajardo” (OBC); Curvy Widow, “Heidi;” Giant, “Lupe” (The Public); In The Heights (OBC) “Bolero Singer,” “Daniela,” “Camila” and “Abuela Claudia u/s” (2007 Drama Desk Award); La Lupe, “Lupe;” Flashdance pre-Broadway tour, “Louise.” TV/Film: The Tale of Timmy Two Chins (Showtime); “Madame Secretary;” “Elementary;” “Smash” (NBC); “The Good Wife” (CBS); “Law and Order” (NBC); “One Life To Live” as Dr. Baez; ABC’s “All My Children” (Consuelo and Clara the Chandler Maid). Thanks to my family, guardian angels, Gloria & Emilio, and Mike, “Que Siga.” doreenmontalvo.com

CHRISTIE PRADES (Gloria) is ecstatic to be part of bringing this story from Broadway across the country as Gloria Estefan! Broadway: On Your Feet! (Gloria cover, Swing). Regional: In the Heights-Vanessa (Actors’ Playhouse), In the Heights (American Stage Theatre-BroadwayWorld Winner), West Side Story (Rosalia, u/s Anita). TV/Film: “Orange is the New Black,” If You Only Knew. Vocal Training: Luis Manuel Diaz (LMD Center), Katy Pfaff & Kurt Robinson. Countless thanks to Gloria and Emilio, along with Jerry Mitchell, Andy Señor, Justin Huff, and our creative team. To my own personal team, my ferociously supportive family, fierce coaches Luis and Kurt, my unstoppable agent Rikky, and to the Cuban people whom I hope to honor and represent proudly, this is all for YOU. God is so Good! IG: @Christie_Elaine Twitter: @christieelaine}

JASON MARTINEZ (José Fajardo) is excited to be a part of the First National Tour of On Your Feet! He comes from four generations of entertainers. After spending countless hours in the theater watching his parents perform he finally found his own way into the spotlight. Jason has toured the world and shared the stage with amazing talent like Paul Simon, Marc Anthony, Reuben Blades, and Frankie Valli to name a few. Broadway: The Capeman, Jersey Boys, Million Dollar Quartet. Television: “General Hospital,” “Boston Legal.” Film: The Other Guys, American Dreamz. I love you Dani, Maxwell and Bennett! twitter/instagram/facebook- jasonartistlife.

CARLOS CARRERAS (Nayib, Young Emilio, Jeremy) is excited to begin his Broadway debut with the National Tour of On Your Feet! He’s been dancing since the age of six at the Kips Bay Boys and Girls Club in the Bronx and has training in Latin, Tap, African, Ballet, Hip Hop and Modern/Contemporary. Carlos is a proud Puerto Rican that feels fortunate and blessed to finally live out what was once a dream. He would like to thank his mom, dad, sister and family for their ongoing love and support. IG: ccarreras729

ANA-SOFIA RODRIGUEZ (Little Gloria) Born in Brooklyn to Puerto Rican and Mexican parents, Ana-Sofia is thrilled to be making her National Tour debut with On Your Feet! Off-Broadway: Show & Tell, Annie Warbucks, Madeline’s Christmas. TV: “Sesame Street,” “La Voz Kids.” Film: Ceviche, Back to Alaska, La Sangre en Nuestras Venas. Thank you to Tamara Markowitz, Barry Kolker, Amelia, Gulia, Joseph, Roberta, Coty, BAA, KOTA, BYE, NCC, DMO, Telsey, TROIKA and the On Your Feet! Team. All my love to my parents, Natalia, Iverys, Mrs. Clark, my family and friends for supporting my dreams! IG: @anasofiany

CARMEN SANCHEZ (Little Gloria) comes from a Cuban family that has dedicated themselves to show business. Having a choreographer for a mother and a musician for a father, Carmen has spent most of her life on the stage. Her first professional performance was during the last season of “The Voice Kids,” where she made it to the finals with her coach Daddy Yankee. In addition to the training she receives from her parents, Carmen takes classical ballet and jazz training
in Las Vegas at Nevada School of Dance, while taking private singing lessons with her teacher Marien Aguilera. Instagram: @carmensancheztiti

JORDAN VERGARA (Nayib, Young Emilio, Jeremy) has been dancing salsa since he was 4 years old, placing first in multiple dance competitions nationally. His love of music and dance has helped him travel and showcase his talent here and abroad. Jordan is happiest the most when he’s on stage dancing and the crowd is cheering and having a good time. You’re in for a treat once you see his fast footwork on stage. Instagram: @jordanvergaraofficial

MICHÈLLE ALVES (Ensemble) Thankful to join the On Your Feet! Tour. Broadway: On Your Feet! Regional: Carmen, Rent, Hairspray, Godspell, Hair, Chicago, Nine, Philadelphia Philharmonic WSS; Ricky Martin, Black Eyed Peas, Pitbull; Grammy/Billboard Awards; LA BroadwayWorld Best Featured Actress Winner (Anita-2013). Gratitude and love to family, friends and God! www.michellemalves.com

JONATHAN ARANA (Ensemble) is an LA native proud to represent his Cuban heritage with On Your Feet! Favorite regional credits: In the Heights (TUTS/Cabrillo Music Theater), Cruzar la Cara de la Luna with Mariachi Vargas de Tecalitlán (VPAC), Sweeney Todd, The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee. Para mis Abuelos. Twitter/IG: @JonAranaThan

SKIZZO ARNE DILLO (Dance Captain, Swing) Born in San Sebastian, Spain. Broadway: On Your Feet! Off-Broadway: Carmen (Dance Captain); Man of La Mancha (Assistant Choreographer to Maria Torres); Associate and Assistant to Jermaine Browne for Dragone in Macau. Spain: Beauty and the Beast, Saturday Night Fever, Chicago, The Wedding Singer, Peter Pan.

DANNY BURGOS (Ensemble, u/s Emilio) is honored to continue his journey with On Your Feet! Broadway: On Your Feet! Tour: Disney’s Beauty and the Beast. Regional: In The Heights (Fulton, ZACH, Lyric OKC). Para mi Abuela America, mi familia, y pa Hialeah! Gratitude to the entire creative team and to Mr. Q! WEPA! www.dannyburgos.com Instagram/Twitter: @eldannyburgos

SARITA COLÓN (Ensemble) Theater: In the Heights (Carla u/s, at TUTS and WBT), Disney Tokyo’s Mystic Rhythms (Aerialist), La Rondine Opera. Tour: On Your Feet! Promo. TV/Film: “Vinyl” on HBO, “The Tick,” “SNL,” “America’s Got Talent,” “Dutch Musical Awards,” “Grease: Live!” upfronets. Concerts: Silento, Sofia Carson. WSU Graduate. Love and endless thanks to God and my amazing family, Sam, friends and CTG! @sarin15

SHADIA FAIRUZ (Ensemble, u/s Gloria Fajardo, Consuelo) was nominated for the Helen Hayes Best Supporting Actress and Broadway World Best Actress Awards for In the Heights (Camilla) and is thrilled to join the On Your Feet! family. Highlights: I Like It Like That; Aloha Boricua; Jazz Nativity at B.B. King’s; Dancing in My Cockroach Killers; and NYMF at the Signature Theatre. www.ShadiaFairuz.com

ADRIEL FLETÉ (Ensemble), originating within the NYC salsa club circuit, is making his Broadway debut in the First National Tour of On Your Feet! As a former Dance graduate of the “Fame School” LaGuardia Arts High School, he has played a prominent role in In the Heights and Beauty and the Beast. He’s grateful for the love from his family & friends. IG: adriel_flete

HENRY GAINZA (Ensemble, Swing) Broadway: On Your Feet! (Original Broadway Cast, Cast Album). Off-Broadway/NY: 4 Guys Named Jose (Original Cast, Cast Album), I Am Harvey Milk (Lincoln Center). Regional: In The Heights (Kennedy Center). On Your Feet! (Broadway in
DEVON GOFFMAN (Phil, Ensemble) National Tours: Jersey Boys, Motown, Grease, Titanic, Buddy. Recent: Jersey Boys (Vegas), The Doo Wop Project (Concert tour). Co-wrote the musical Web Series: “Wisco Queens” with Katie Goffman. Devon teaches his own masterclass to theatre kids: www.OptimisInTheatre.com. Thanks to Justin Huff. @DevonGoffman. Favorite role: Katie’s hubby.

HECTOR MAISONET (Ensemble) is excited to be taking On Your Feet! on the road after making his debut with the Original Broadway Company. Broadway: On Your Feet! (Ensemble, Assistant Dance Captain). ¡Que Siga! Love to the family!

ILDA MASON (Assistant Dance Captain, Swing) is honored to join the On Your Feet! family and to represent Panamá. Tours: Cinderella, Legally Blonde; Regional: West Side Story (Paper Mill Playhouse, Signature Theatre); Wedding Singer, Spring Awakening (NYFA); Panamá: Peter Pan (Peter Pan), Hello Dolly, A Chorus Line, Beauty and the Beast. TV: “Dancing with the Stars Panamá” (Winner). @ildamason

CLAUDIA MULET (Ensemble, u/s Gloria Fajardo, Consuelo) is very excited to be making her professional debut after having arrived from Cuba a little over a year ago. She graduated from the Superior Institute of Arts and soon after was honored to be part of the historic production of Rent in Havana, Cuba. She dedicates this performance to her Mom.

EDDIE NOEL (Ensemble, u/s Emilio) Thrilled, honored and grateful to be in his first national tour. Credits include: Godspell (Jeffrey), Man of La Mancha (Dr. Carrasco), La Cage Aux Folles (Hanna), Footloose (Willard), Rent (u/s Roger), Hair (Ensemble). Member of the National Folkloric Dance Company “Gibaro de Puerto Rico.” Follow IG/Twitter/FB: @eddienoel

MARINA PIRES (Ensemble, Swing, u/s Gloria) Born in Brazil and raised in South Florida, Marina is excited to conga across the country in her first national tour! Regional: Evita (Asolo Repertory), In The Heights (New Hazlett), Into the Woods (Adrienne Arsht), Hart Island (Village Theatre). All the love to her Sinclair/Carson Kolker team and her familial! @marinampires


JOSEPH RIVERA (Ensemble) is a native of Puerto Rico and relocated to America at age 17. He earned his Bachelor’s in Dance Performance from the University of the Arts and then relocated to Las Vegas. His career highlights include Zumanity, Disney’s The Lion King (Las Vegas and Australia), Le Rêve/The Dream, “Latin Grammy Awards,” “Dancing with the Stars” and “Live with Regis and Kelly.”

MARGARITA RODRIGUEZ (Ensemble) is thrilled and humbled to be joining the cast of On Your Feet! She is a proud alumna of Joffrey Ballet School. Credits include National Tour: Guys and Dolls. Regional Theatre: Cats (Victoria). TV Features: NBC, Univision. Much love to MSA, her family and Joe. @Mariaalexiiis

SHANI TALMOR (Ensemble) is thrilled to join the First National Tour. Broadway Debut: On Your Feet! Performed with: Pitbull, Marc Anthony, T-Pain, Ne-Yo, Madonna, Kat De Luna, Madison Square Garden, MAC Cosmetics. TV: “Mira Quien Baila,” NBC Morning Show. “Sabado Gigante,” “Don Francisco” and America’s Got Talent. Love and thanks to my family. @shanitalmor

CLAUDIA YANEZ (Rebecca, Ensemble, u/s Gloria) Off-Broadway: Spamilton. Regional: Mamma Mia! and A Chorus Line at The Weston Playhouse. Toured singing background vocals for Grammy Award winning artist Jon Secada. Special thanks to Justin, Andy, JWS and all of my teachers. For my family and my abuelos. ¡Que sigo! Social media: @claudiayanez

GLORIA ESTEFAN (Music, Lyrics, Orchestations) With seven Grammy Awards and more than 100 million albums sold worldwide, Gloria Estefan is the most successful Latin crossover performer in the history of pop music. In addition to her 38 #1 hits across the Billboard charts, Gloria recorded the Oscar-nominated song “Music of My Heart” and has received numerous honors and awards over the course of her illustrious career. She has been presented with a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame, inducted into the Latin Songwriters Hall of Fame, named BMI Songwriter of the Year, received an American Music Award for Lifetime Achievement and won an MTV Video Music Award, two ACE Awards and multiple Billboard Awards for her many chart-topping hits. Gloria has also been honored with the Presidential Medal of Freedom, The Kennedy Center Honors, the Ellis Island Congressional Medal of Honor and the Hispanic Heritage Award.
WHOS WHO

EMILIO ESTEFAN (Music, Lyrics, Orchestrations) is a world-renowned music, television and film producer who has been instrumental in shaping, developing and directing the careers of his superstar wife, Gloria, as well as Shakira, Ricky Martin, Jennifer Lopez, Marc Anthony and Jon Secada among many others. With a resume that includes 19 Grammy Awards, Emilio is one of the most successful producers in the music business, blending Latin, pop and world rhythms creating his own unique style and world-wide hits. It is this vision that transcends the music field and spills over into film, television, hotels and restaurants, among other business endeavors, including becoming the first Cuban-born minority stakeholder in an NFL franchise, the Miami Dolphins. Emilio & Gloria were the 2015 recipients of the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the first time the honor has been bestowed on a married couple.

ALEXANDER DINELARIS (Book) is an Academy Award and Golden Globe winner for the screenplay of Birdman (or The Unexpected Virtue of Ignorance). He is the co-creator and executive producer of the series “The One Percent” for MRC, starring Hilary Swank. He is currently adapting the novel Entering Hades into a feature film with Michael Fassbender. Alex is also currently adapting his play Still Life into a feature film, which he will direct next spring. His film The Year of the Monarchs is in development with Mandalay Entertainment. Alexander is the book writer of The Bodyguard Musical and of Emilio and Gloria Estefan’s Broadway musical On Your Feet! Other recent work includes his plays Red Dog Howls (New York Theater Workshop), Still Life (Manhattan Class Company), The Chaos Theories (Shotgun Theater) and In This, Our Time ($9e59). Mr. Dinelaris is a proud member of the Writer’s Guild and the Dramatists Guild.

JERRY MITCHELL (Director) received the Tony Award in recognition of his choreography for the 2013 Tony Award-winning Best Musical, Kinky Boots, for which he was also nominated as director. He was recently nominated for an Olivier Award for his choreography in Dirty Rotten Scoundrels, which he also directed and co-produced in the West End. In the 35 preceding years, Jerry has been involved with more than 50 Broadway, Off-Broadway, West End and touring productions, starting as a dancer for Agnes de Mille in Brigadoon and thereafter assisting Michael Bennett and Jerome Robbins. His Broadway debut as choreographer, You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown, was followed by The Full Monty (Tony nomination); The Rocky Horror Show; Hairspray (Tony nomination); Gypsy; Never Gonna Dance (Tony nomination); Dirty Rotten Scoundrels (Tony nomination); La Cage aux Folles (Tony Award); Imaginary Friends; Legally Blonde (Tony nomination), which he also directed; Catch Me If You Can; and Kinky Boots (also running in London, Korea, Germany, Australia and on National Tour). He also choreographed both the Off-Broadway productions and films of Hedwig and the Angry Inch and Jeffrey. Most recently, Jerry received the Drama League’s Founders Award for Excellence in Directing and the George Abbott Lifetime Achievement Award from his peers, the latter being especially meaningful to him in that he was directed by the 96-year-old Mr. Abbott in the Broadway revival of On Your Toes. His most recent Broadway experience is as Director of On Your Feet! Twenty-five years ago, Jerry conceived and created Broadway Bares, a comedy burlesque show performed annually for the charity Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS. He continues to serve as executive producer of Broadway Bares, with a book, website and satellite productions in Fire Island Pines, Las Vegas (Peepshow, which recently concluded its five-year run of continuous performances) and London (West End Bares).

SERGIO TRUJILLO (Choreographer) Broadway: On Your Feet! (Tony Award Nominee, Outer Critics Circle/Astaire Awards), Memphis (Olivier/OCC Award, Drama Desk/Astaire Award nominations), Jersey Boys (Drama Desk, OCC/Greenroom/Dora Award nomination), A Bronx Tale (Chita Award Nomination), The Addams Family, Next to Normal, Hands on a Hardbody (Drama Desk nomination), Leap of Faith (Drama Desk nomination), Guys and Dolls (Astaire Awards nomination), All Shook Up. Director/Choreographer: Arrabal (ART), Gloria Estefan On Broadway (Minskoff Theatre), Flashdance: The Musical (National Tour), White Noise (Royal George Theatre), Other Theatre: Invisible Thread (Second Stage-Astaire Award Nomination), Carmen: An Afro-Cuban Musical (Olney Theatre-Helen Hayes Award Nomination), Freaky Friday (Signature Theatre), The Wiz (La Jolla Playhouse). International: Tarzan (Disney), Peggy Sue Got Married (West End), The Sound of Music and West Side Story (Stratford Festival). Upcoming: Summer: The Donna Summer Musical (Broadway).

DAVID ROCKWELL (Set Design) Theatrical designs: She Loves Me (Tony, Drama Desk, Outer Critics Circle awards), On the Twentieth Century (Tony nom.); You Can’t Take It With You (Tony nom.); Kinky Boots (Tony nom.); Lucky Guy (Tony nom.); Hairspray (Tony, Drama Desk, Outer Critics Circle noms.). The Public Theater’s 2017 season of Shakespeare in the Park, and the sets for the 81st and 82nd Academy Awards (2010 Emmy Award). Founder and President of Rockwell Group, an architecture and design studio. Honors: AIANY President’s Award, Cooper Hewitt National Design Award, and the Presidential Design Award.

KENNETH POSNER (Lighting Design) has more than 50 Broadway play and musical theatre credits. He designs extensively Off-Broadway, for resident theatres and touring productions throughout the United States as well as internationally. Selected Broadway credits: War Paint, If/Then, Kinky Boots, Pippin, Cinderella, Hairspray, Dirty Rotten Scoundrels, Legally Blonde, The Coast of Utopia - Shipwrecked, Other Desert Cities, The Frogs, Side Man, Finding Neverland and Wicked. He is the recipient of Tony, Drama Desk, Outer Critics Circle and Obie Awards.

SCK SOUND DESIGN (Sound Design) Steve Canyon Kennedy partners with sound designers Andrew Keister and Walter Trarbach. Their Broadway shows together include On Your Feet!, Doctor Zhivago, Lady Day at Emerson’s Bar & Grill (Tony Award). Jesus Christ Superstar, 700 Sundays, Hands on a Hardbody (Drama Desk Award), Catch Me If You Can (Tony nom.), The Lion King, Jersey Boys (Drama Desk Award), Hairspray, Mary Poppins, The Producers, Aida, Titanic, Carousel and The Who’s Tommy (Drama Desk Award).

CLAY OSTWALD /JORGE CASAS (Additional Orchestrations) At the core of Miami Sound Machine since 1986, Jorge and Clay have produced, written and performed multiple platinum, gold and Grammy Award-winning records, received a Producer of the Year Grammy nomination, an American Music Award. Their body of work includes albums with Gloria and Emilio Estefan.


OSCAR HERNÁNDEZ (Dance Arrangements & Orchestrations) a three-time Grammy Award winner, has long been considered one of the most prominent pianist/arrangers on the Latin-jazz and salsa music scene. He has recorded and performed with many of the most important Latino artists. He is the leaderproducer of two-time Grammy-winning Spanish Harlem Orchestra (SHO). His credits include musical director/conductor for Paul Simon’s Broadway musical The Capeman. He has worked with many of the important artists in the Latin music scene, i.e. Ruben Blades, Marc Anthony, Tito Puente, Celia Cruz, Julio Iglesias, Juan Luis Guerra, etc.

ANDY SEÑOR JR. (Associate Director) Credits: Holiday Inn Associate Director. Rent Off-Broadway, Assistant Director to Michael Greif. Re-staged the production in Tokyo and directed the historic production in Havana, Cuba. Fly at DTC w/Jeffrey Seller. Training: FIU and Public
WHOS WHO

Theater Shakespeare Lab. Played Angel in Rent on Broadway, London and tours. Artistic Director of District Stage Company in Miami.


NATALIE CARUNCHO (Associate Choreographer) is excited to be taking On Your Feet! on the road after being a part of the Original Broadway Company! Broadway: On Your Feet! (Ensemble/Dance Captain). First National Tours: Flashdance (Dance Captain), In the Heights (Ensemble: u/s Nina, Vanessa, Carla). Regional: A Chorus Line (Diana), West Side Story (Francisca), Romeo and Juliet (Juliet). All her love to Sean, her family and Bean. ¡Que siga!

KATHY FABIAN/PROPSTAR (Prop Supervisor) has created props for over 70 Broadway productions. Recent credits include: Indecent, Sunday in the Park with George, Falsettos, Fiddler on the Roof, China Doll, The King and I, An American In Paris, The Real Thing, The Realistic Joneses, If/Then, Rocky, The Bridges of Madison County, and Kinky Boots.

PATRICK VACCARIELLO (Music Coordinator) Broadway: On Your Feet!, Annie, Cabaret, Hugh Jackman: Back on Broadway, West Side Story, Come Fly Away, Gypsy, A Chorus Line, La Cage aux Folles, The Boy From Oz, Dance of the Vampires, Jesus Christ Superstar, Music Director Tony Awards past 4 years.


ANTHONY CEFALA (Stage Manager) is thrilled to be seeing the country with OYF! Broadway: On Your Feet! (ASM), The Curious Incident... (ASM), Tales of the City (ASM). Chicago: On Your Feet! (Production Assistant). Thank you to my husband, Rich. ¡Que Siga!

SAORI YOKOO (Assistant Stage Manager) "CEL" NYC/Tour/Other Credits: Dreamgirls, West Side Story, Ghost the Musical, A Bed and A Chair (Encore!), Queen of the Night, Bring It On The Musical, Oliver!, Aladdin (Shiki Theatrical), Seeing You, An American in Paris, 42nd Street, Phish New Year’s Gag at Madison Square Garden, The Demise, Dirty Dancing.


SUSAN C. GUSZYNSKI (Company Manager) Tours: Dame Edna’s Glorious Goodbye, Flashdance, Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Phantom Of The Opera, Xanadu, All Shook Up, Def Poetry Jam, Guys And Dolls, Fame, Steve Martin’s Picasso At The Lapin Agile, The Great Radio City Music Hall Spectacular. Broadway: The Illusionists, Holler If Ya Hear Me. Member ATPAM.

TROIKA ENTERTAINMENT (Tour Management) has been an innovator in touring musical theater productions for over two decades, producing shows throughout North, Central, and South America, Europe and Asia. Additionally, the company is experienced in casino and leisure markets. Current and upcoming productions include An American in Paris, The Bodyguard, Love Never Dies, On Your Feet!, School of Rock, The Color Purple, Kinky Boots and the Asian tour of Sister Act. With strong ties to the Broadway community, TROIKA prides itself on delivering top quality productions to audiences worldwide. Please visit us at www.troika.com.
JAMES L. NEDERLANDER (Producer) President of Nederlander Organization, Inc. and son of the late James M. Nederlander. Nederlander operates a chain of legitimate theatres on Broadway and many landmark venues around the world. Recent credits include War Paint, School of Rock, Hello Dolly (Bette Midler), The Elephant Man (Bradley Cooper), An American in Paris, Kinky Boots, Evita, Mike Tyson: Undisputed Truth, West Side Story, Next to Normal, The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee, Movin’ Out, Million Dollar Quartet and Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, among many others.

ESTEFAN ENTERPRISES, INC. (Producer) owned and operated by Emilio and Gloria Estefan, is a multimedia entertainment company that consists of music publishing, record production, talent management, television and film production. With the same passion and drive that propelled the Estefans’ global stardom, they’ve achieved great success in the hospitality industry, owning and operating restaurants (Estefan Kitchen, Larios on the Beach, Bongos Cuban Café & Estefan Kitchen Express), and two hotels (the Cardozo Hotel and Costa d’Este Resort & Spa). Inspired by their humanitarian vision, they created the Gloria Estefan Foundation to support a wide variety of charitable programs as a lasting expression of the Estefans’ dream.

BERNIE YUMAN (Producer) is one of the most respected executives in the entertainment industry. As a manager and producer of live entertainment, television and movies, Yuman has reached the public in almost every entertainment genre. His career has ranged from worldwide representation of lifelong friend Muhammad Ali to the driving force behind Siegfried and Roy’s 25-year, record-breaking Las Vegas engagement. Yuman’s long-time friendship with entertainment icon Jerry Weintraub created a relationship with Gloria and Emilio Estefan. Yuman received his BA in business administration from the University of Miami. He and his wife, Candace, have two daughters, Sydney and Alexandra.

ACTORS EQUITY ASSOCIATION founded in 1913, is the U.S. labor union that represents more than 50,000 professional actors and stage managers. Equity endeavors to advance the careers of its members by negotiating wages, working conditions and providing a wide range of benefits (health and pension included). Member: AFL-CIO, FIA. #EquityWorks
TOE-TAPPIN’, KNEE SLAPPIN’ MUSICAL ADVENTURES

April 12 - May 27, 2018

May 31 - July 15

Dinner Theatre Packages $71.95. Youth Packages $46.95.

Feb 22 - April 8

July 19 - Sept 2

Sept 6 - Oct 28

Nov 1 - Dec 23

www.firesidetheatre.com

1131 Janesville Ave, Fort Atkinson, WI 53538 | 800-477-9505

Superb Musicals | Memorable Dining | Spectacular Shops | Fabulous Service
## On Your Feet! Tour Staff

### General Management & Production Management

**TROIKA ENTERTAINMENT**

**General Manager**
- Karen Berry
  - Assistant to the General Manager: Madeline M. McCluskey

**Production Manager**
- Criterion Productions
  - Matt Marsden, Brian Claggett

**Technical Director**
- Dave Burch

**Company Manager**
- Susan C. Gusynski
  - Assistant Company Manager: Ryan Garson

**Tour Marketing**
- Amy Katz, Phillip Aleman

### Exclusive Tour Booking

- The Booking Group
  - Meredith Blair, Kara Gebhart
  - www.thebookinggroup.com

### Casting

**Telsey + Company:**
- Bernard Telsey CSA, William Cantler CSA
- David Vaccari CSA, Bethany Knox CSA
- Craig Burns CSA, Tiffany Little Canfield CSA
- Rachel Hoffman CSA, Patrick Goodwin CSA
- Cesar A. Rocha CSA, Karyn Casl CSA
  - Kristina Bramhall, Adam Caldwell CSA, Josh Einsohn CSA
  - Conrad Woolfe CSA, Rachel Nadler, Rachel Minow, Rikki Gimmelstob
  - Rachel Dill CSA, Ryan Bernard Tymensky CSA
  - Rebecca Scholl CSA, Scott Galina, Madison Sylvester, Laura Harris
  - Laura Wade, Ally Kiley, Rose Bochner, Kristian Charbonier, Julia Torres, Destiny Lilly

### Production Stage Manager

**BRIAN BOGIN**

- Stage Manager: Anthony CeFala
- Assistant Stage Manager: Saori Yokoo
- Dance Captain: Skizzo Arnedillo
- Assistant Dance Captain: Ilda Mason
- Additional Keyboard Programming: Clay Ostwald
- Associate Scenic Designer: Kevin Depinet
- Associate Costume Designer: Heather Stanley
- Costume Coordinator (Steppenwolf): Caryn Klein
- Costume Coordinator (Steppenwolf): Megan Turner
- Costume Coordinator (NYC): Jesse Galvan
- Associate Hair & Wig Designer: Elizabeth Printz
- Assistant Hair & Wig Designer: Michael Dondanville II
- Production Properties: Propstar-Kathy Fabian
- Associate Props Supervisor: Propstar-John Estep
- Production Properties: Propstar- Evan Rooney
- Production Properties: Propstar- Emily DeSena
- Business Manager: Propstar- Patrick Goodsell
- Associate Lighting Designer: Joel Shier
- Assistant Lighting Designer: Jon Goldman
- Moving Light Programmer: Scott Tusing
- Production Electrician: Josh Moberly
- Production Sound: Andrew Keister
- Associate Projection Designer: Brian McMullen
- Projection Programmer: Matthew Young
- Production Projection: Kim Caldwell
- Tech Production Assistant: Michael Medina

### Head Carpenter

**KENNETH BRITT**

- Assistant Carpenters: Blair Carper, Tommy Seawright, Andrew Shaw
- Head Electrician: Gregory Mazure
- Assistant Electrician/Lead Spot Light: Kim Glenn
- Assistant Electrician-Video: Ian Wright II
- Assistant Electrician: Craig Scurti
- Head of Properties: Paige J. Zaloudek
- Assistant Properties: Cheryl Stansfield
- Head of Sound: Drew Roberts
- Assistant Sound: Melissa Nilles
- Head of Wardrobe: Scott Harrington
- Assistant Wardrobe: Brenda Anderson
- Star Dresser: Emily Baldwin
- Head of Hair: Rae Phillips
- Physical Therapy: NEURO TOUR, Physical Therapy
- Physical Therapist: Raha Ostovar
- Medical Director: Craig E. Weil, MD
- Children's Services: In Site Education
- Tour /Wrangler: Priscilla Richardson
- NYC Tour /Wrangler: Pamela Johnson
- Accounting: Zwick & Banyai, PLLC
- Employee Benefits: PEOPLE, Inc.
- Insurance: The Arts Insurance Program, LLC
  - Legal: Jean Ward, Esq.
  - Frankfurt Kurnit Klein & Selz
- B-Roll: HMS Media
- Creative Services: Serino/Coyne
- Creative Services: Nancy Coyne, Angelo Desmini, Matt Upshaw
- Digital Marketing: Think Tank Louisville
- Broadway General Management: Charlotte Wilcox Company
- Broadway Press: Randy Blevins
- Representative: Vivacity Media Group
- Leslie Papa, Whitney Holden Gore, Ailsa Hoke
- Production Photography: Matthew Murphy
- Merchandise Provider: Creative Goods Merchandise
For ESTEFAN ENTERPRISES, INC.

Chairman ........................................ Emilio Estefan
President ........................................ Frank Amadeo
Vice-President .................................. Ricardo Dopicdo
Assistant to the Chairman ................. Janet DeArmas
Assistant to the President ................. Rosa Rodriguez-Peralta
Assistant to Ms. Estefan ................. Heather Beltran

For TROIKA ENTERTAINMENT

Chief Executive Officer .................... Randall A. Buck
Chief Operating Officer .................. Angela Rowles
Chief Financial Officer .................... Michelle Jones
Executive Vice President, Production .. Kori Prior
General Managers ......................... Karen Berry, Mark Johnson,
.................................................. Brian Schrader
Assistant General Manager .......... James Carey
Assistant to the General Manager ...... Madeline M. McCluskey
Production Manager ...................... Anna E. Bate
Technical Director .......................... Dave Burch
Production Coordinator .................. Nathaniel Vilandre
Marketing Consultant ..................... Amy Katz
Booking Manager .......................... Doria Montfort
Budgeting & Forecasting Manager .. George Lamberty
Senior Accountant .......................... Lourdes Castillo
Accounting Clerks ......................... Marite Espinoza, Electra Walker
Administrative Assistant ............. Anastazia Whittle
Costume Shop Administrator .... Alison M. Smith
Warehouse Manager ................. Scott Garrish

MUSIC CREDITS


CREDITS

Scenery Built and Painted by SCENIC SOLUTIONS, West Carrollton, Ohio. Automation by PRG SCENIC TECHNOLOGIES, New Windsor, NY. Lighting equipment from PRG LIGHTING. Specialty Props by PROPSTAR Audio and video equipment by SOUND ASSOCIATES, INC. ATELIER BASSI INTERNATIONAL. Costumes made by: TRICORNE, INC., GILIBERTO DESIGNS, INC., BETHANY JOY COSTUMES, STEPPENWOLF COSTUME SHOP, Jeff Fender, John Kristiansen NEW YORK INC. Footwear by LaDUCA DANCE SHOES, SAM VASILI CUSTOM SHOES & BOOTS, WORLDTONE DANCE SHOES. Fabric painting by JULIAN KROBOTH. Makeup provided by MAC.

The Actors and Stage Managers employed in this production are members of Actors' Equity Association, the union of professional actors and stage managers in the United States.

The musicians employed in this production are members of the American Federation of Musicians.

Backstage and Front of the House Employees are represented by the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees (so I.A.T.S.E).

The Director-Choreographer is a member of the STAGE DIRECTORS AND CHOREOGRAPHERS SOCIETY, a national theatrical labor union.

United Scenic Artists represents the designers and scenic painters for the American Theatre.

The Company Manager employed in this production is represented by the Association of Theatrical Press Agents & Managers.

This production is produced by a member of the Broadway League in collaboration with our professional union-represented employees.
We gratefully acknowledge the following contributors to Overture Center for the Arts.

**PUBLIC SUPPORT**

An annual commitment from the City of Madison helps support Overture Center. Mayor Paul Soglin, the Madison Common Council and City of Madison residents deserve our gratitude for their generous support.

**LOCAL LEGENDS**

The Local Legends program honors individuals and organizations who lead by example in their support of the arts and community engagement. We want to acknowledge those who wish to create a legacy through a transformative gift of $100,000 or more to Overture and our community.

### 2016-17

- Exact Sciences Corporation
- Jun & Sandy Lee
- Nick & Judy Topitzes
- An anonymous couple in honor of Glenda Noel-Ney, Overture’s VP of Advancement, and Tim Sauers, VP of Programming and Community Engagement, for their dedication to the arts throughout their careers, and their tremendous influence on making Overture this wonderful place to be introduced to, experience and enjoy the arts
- An anonymous couple because they believe Overture is a beautiful space that everyone should be able to enjoy

### 2015-16

- Jim & Sue Bakke
- Diane Endres Ballweg
- Jim Imhoff & Kitty Kuhl
- Jonathan & Susan Lipp
- Tom & Peggy Pyle

### 2014-15

- An anonymous donor in honor of Ted & Gail DeDee
- Ron & Deborah Krantz

### 2013-14

- Bea & Lau Christensen
- Joe & Mary Ellyn Sensenbrenner

### 2012-13

- Dianne Christensen
- Kelly Family Foundation
- Madison Gas & Electric Foundation, Inc.

**CORPORATE & FOUNDATION SUPPORTERS**

**Historic Sponsor**

- American Girl’s Fund for Children
- Madison Gas & Electric Foundation, Inc.

**$20,000-$100,000**

- Adams Outdoor Advertising
- Bell Laboratories
- Clearview Systems Integration, LLC
- Exact Sciences Corporation
- Full Compass Systems, LTD
- George Kress Foundation
- Kuehn Family Foundation
- Lexus of Madison
- Madison Community Foundation
- Mirror34 Productions
- Noble Chef Hospitality Group
- Shine United

**$10,000-$14,999**

- Altria
- County of Dane
- Evjue Foundation
- Madison Club
- Madison-Kipp Corporation
- National Guardian Life Insurance
- SupraNet Communications, Inc.
- UW Credit Union
-Webcrafters, Inc.
- Wisconsin Arts Board
- WISC-TV

**$5,000-$9,999**

- Axley Brynelson, LLP
- The Burish Group
- Custer Plumb Financial Services
- CUNA Mutual Group
- Dane Arts
- DreamBank
- First Weber Group
- Hooper Corporation
- Johnson Bank
- Madison Investment Advisors
- Milwaukee Bucks
- Pepsi-Cola of Madison
- Plastic Ingenuity

**$1,000-$4,999**

- Arts Midwest
- BMO Harris Bank
- Elite Realty Services, LLC
- Friends of Overture Center for the Arts
- Ian’s Pizza on State
- Kilwins
- Madison College
- North Central Group
- Think Ink
- U.S. Bank
- UnityPoint Health - Meriter
- WIPFLI LLP

- Stark Company Realty
- TASC
- TRICOR, Inc.
- SSM Health
- State Bank of Cross Plains
- Wahlin Foundation on behalf of Stoughton Trailers
- Zendesk
A team of experienced lawyers focusing exclusively on matters of family law and related estate planning.

**BALISLE FAMILY LAW**

LEGAL COUNSEL, S. C.

Linda S. Balisle, Attorney
Lindsey E. Cobbe, Attorney
Nicholas O. Yurk, Attorney

Our mission is to ensure that your rights and best interests are protected as you navigate the complexities of the legal system.

131 West Wilson Street, Suite 802, Madison, WI 53703
Phone: 608-259-8702
Email: office@balislefamilylaw.com
Web: www.balislefamilylaw.com
IF ONLY LIFE WERE AS EASY AS PIE

WAITRESS
THE HIT BROADWAY MUSICAL
JULY 24-29, 2018 – MADISON PREMIERE!
OVERTURE HALL | OVERTURE.ORG

MEET THE ARTIST POST SHOW Q & A – THU, JULY 26, 2018
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support Level</th>
<th>Individual Gifts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benfactor ($50,000 - $99,999)</strong></td>
<td>Joe &amp; Mary Ellyn Sensenbrenner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Limelight ($25,000 - $49,999)** | Jim Imhoff & Kitty Kuhl  
Roma E. Lenehan |
| **Lead ($10,000 - $24,999)** | Anonymous (2)  
Anna & Andrew Burish  
Tom & Martha Beach  
The Blake Family  
Ellen L. Brothers  
The Bruning Foundation in honor of Jamal Kharbush & Beth Bingham  
Eliot Butler  
Betty Harris Custer & J. Corkey Custer  
James Dahlberg & Elsebeth Lund  
The Deatley Family Foundation  
Marjorie Devereaux & David Hall  
Dan & Natalie Erdman  
Kathleen J. Hempel  
John Kress*  
Peggy Lindberg*  
Jeffery & Tiffany Mack  
Dale & Deborah Nickels  
John & Mary Schroeder  
Konya & Matt Schuh  
Brad & Nicole Smith  
Dr. Robb Whinney |
| **Cameo ($5,000 - $9,999)** | Anonymous (2)  
Steve & Shirley Crocker  
Ted DeDee  
Katie Dowling-Marcus & Ben Marcus  
Sue & Rob Engelke  
Roberta Gassman & Lester Pines  
Larry & Sharon Hahn  
Curt & Dawn Hastings  
Dr. Matthew Hebert and Mrs. Sherri Hebert  
Joe & LuAnn Meyers  
Dale & Deborah Nickels  
Linda Baldwin O’Hern & Vince O’Hern  
Gus & Mary Paras  
Marcee Place  
Dan & Lonnie Schmidt  
Ed & Jennifer Snow  
Charles Stonecipher  
Helen Stoneman  
Stephen & Carey Weiler |
| **Artist ($1,250 – 4,999)** | Anonymous (7)  
Carla & Fernando Alvarado  
Kristine & Paul Ashe  
Mark Aulik & Michael Beere  
George Austin & Martha Vukelich-Austin  
Tino Balio & Mary Pinkerton  
Diane Endres Ballweg  
Dean & Nancy Baumgardner  
Dianne Benson & Kristin Koeffler  
Linda & Niles Berman  
Judy & Mark Bunge  
Frank Burgess  
Jim & Cathie Burgess  
Michael Caliva & Marcy Seiler  
Thomas & Patricia Carroll  
Dennis & Lynn Christensen  
Scott & Jacqueline Cooper  
Kristine & Mark Corey  
Tony D’Alessandro & Alison TenBruggencate  
Beverly & Craig Davis  
John Delamater & Janet Hyde  
Marie Dietrich, Mia & Chloe Heiligenstein  
Mike & Lee Ann Dillis  
Pamela Walgren & Dan Dooge  
Robert N. Doornek*  
Russ & Jean Endres  
John & Coleen Flad  
David & Linda Flakne  
Joseph & Eva Fok  
Dennis Funk & Tom Sanew  
Stacy Gannon  
Saul C. & Melody K. Glazer  
Carl & Mary Gulbransden  
Shawn Guse  
Susi Haviland  
Dr. Brandon S. Hayes  
Andrew Heldrich  
Ana Hooker  
Wm. Pharis & Carolyn D. Horton  
James & Kelly Imhoff  
Stanley & Shirley Inhorn  
Brian and Wade James-Richardson  
Rita & Martin Kades  
Michelle Kamin  
Charles & Valerie Kim  
Drs. Debra & Fred Kirchner  
Anthony & Margaret Koblinski  
Scott & Mary Kolar  
Joseph D. Krupp & Diana Grove  
Daniel & Jennifer Kuehn  
Terry & Kathy Kurth  
Richard & Judy Kvalheim  
Kurt Lin  
Willis Long |
| **Madigan Family** | John & Linda Mallon  
Helen & Jeff Mattox  
Marie S. McCabe  
Steve & Susan McCarthy  
Daniel & Mari Mc Carty  
McGann Construction  
Barbara McGlynn  
Laura Meffert  
Tom & Ann Merfeld  
John & Julie Mitby  
Shelley M. Moffatt  
Mark & Nancy Moore  
Glenda Noel-Ney & William Ney  
Maxine & Dennis Palmer  
Laura Peck & Gregory Anderson  
John & Susan Pecotte  
Frank & Laurie Peregrine  
Robert Pesselman & Gerri DiMaggio-Pesselman  
Michael & Regan Peters  
Reynold Peterson*  
Greg Pfluger & Connie McElrone  
Evan & Jane Pizer  
M. Diane Pollock  
Catherine & David Potter  
Tom Reps  
Jackie & Gary Rockweiler  
Orange Tree Imports  
Sarah Schattle, MD  
Diane Seder & Bruce Rosen  
Jay & Katie Sekelsky  
Lynda Sharpe  
Jeanne & Joe Silverberg  
Kurt Sladky & Debra Neff  
Slinde Realty Company, LLC  
Patty Spires-Merkel & Robert Merkel  
Jayne Squirrel & Gary Lyons  
Tim & Lori Stadelman  
Susan Stites & Jerry Simon  
John Surdyk  
Richard & Marcia Taugher  
Jane Taves  
Judith Taylor  
Thomas E. Terry  
LaRynda Thoen & Neil Salyapongse  
Kate J. Thompson  
John & Carol Toussaint  
Sal & Judy Troia  
Brian & Jennifer Van Wyk  
Steve & Betsy Wallman  
Glenn A. Weihert & Jacqueline M. Goetz  
Linda Weimer & Jean Lang  
Jim & Linda Welch  
Tripp & Nancy Widder  
Neil F. Wienke |
SUPPORT FOR OVERTURE

Anonymous (7)
Stephanie Adler-Griffin
Linda L. Albers
Kit Albrecht
Edward & Muffin Alschuler
Colin & Melissa Anglin
Randy & Areanne Arb
Dr. Randy Armstrong
Mark & Dawn Ashley
Rajai & Chickee Atalla
Jill Ball
Lawrence Barton
Matt Beckler
Norm Berven & Barbara Mittelstaedt Berven
Sharon & Jim Billmeyer
Roger, Pat & Jamie Birkett
Nancy Birmingham
Miriam & Brian Boegel
Matthew Boller
Robert Bolles
John & Jan Bonsett-Vala
Patricia Brady & Robert Smith
Megan & Christopher Brakebush
Cathy & Steven Brodbeck
Bryan & Mary Brosamle
Mary Brow
Cat Burkat & Jason Schoephoester
Mary & Ken Buroker
Eric Carlson
Thomas & Patricia Carroll
Jeff & Robin Cherwinka
Jennifer Chiaverini
Ann & Reed Coleman
Louis Cornelius & Pris Boroniec
Pat & Dan Cornwell
William & Karen Davis
R. Chris & Kathy Davis
John Delamater & Janet Hyde
David Dohler
Peter Doksus
Greg & MaryAnn Dombrowski
Lindsey Duca
Nena & Thomas Dyhr
Carla Edgar
Royle Eeingenburg
David Egger & Julie Cullman
Jane Eisner
Judith & Richard Ela Shad Fanta & Nina Kinnunen
Michael F. Fitzpatrick
David & Linda Flakne
Patrick Flanagan
Flora & Douglas Flygt
Charles N. Ford & Sharon L. James
Michael & Susan Fox
Bonita Sue Friedrich
Sara Record Frings & Gary Frings
John & Alice Frohna
Sandra & Norris Glick
Lee & Don Grubb
Jon P. & Kaaren Guenther
Shawn Guse
Terry Haller*
Jan Hamik & Judy Studevsille
Judy Ham
Mark & Debbie Hamilton
John T. Harrington, Jr.
Steve & Elaine Hathaway
Ann & Roger Hauck
Susie Haviland
Tim & Jana Heinrich
Kirsten Held
Cory Higgins
Cynthia S. Hiteman
Marilyn Hoffman
Brad Hutter
Andrea Jakubczak
Norman Jenkins
Paul & Susan Jobst
Maryl R. Johnson, MD
Sally Jones & Aaron Friedman
Sherrie Kalaher Mullins
Daniel & Sheree Kehoe
Keller Family
Charitable Trust
Nancy Kelly
Kathleen M. Kelm
Kim & Lawrence Kieck
Larry M. Kneeland*
Birke Knipping
Robert & Gloria Knipschild
Joyce Knutson
James & Jill Krogstad
Mark & Laura Kruck
Marty & Mary Krueger
Terry & Kathy Kurth
Donald Lang
Timothy Lardinois
Beverly Larson
Sid and July Larson
Gerald Lefert
Richard & Christina Lemon
David Lenz
Rudy & Barbara Lienau*
Susan Lubar
Ronald Luskin & M. Therese Ruzicka
Stuart R. Mace
Laura Mauzsetter
Dr. Marlynn May
Hal & Christy Mayer
Sandy & John Mc Clure
Cary & Brenda McNatt
Gary & Lynn Mecklenburg
Chris & Kelly Medenwaldt
Mark Meloy
Gale Meyer
Al & Judy Miller
Neal & Cathy Miller
Nicholas & Elaine Mischler
Mike Modl & Peg Littlefield-Modl
Shelley M. Moffatt
David S. Morel
Brad & Kelly Mullins
Marv Nnon
Tom & Carol O’Connell
Alicia Ohnstad
Kevin Palmersheim & Kelsie Doty
Jeffrey Parisi
Frank & Patricia Parker
William & Patricia Jo Paul
Sylvia Poppelbaum
The Raymond Group
Tom & Jo Ann Reed
Lori R. Reeths
Timothy G. Reilly
Sara E. Rem
Janice K. Rhodes
Drs. David & Joy Rice, in memory of Patricia Davey Struck
Layton & Diane Rikkers

Gifts received between January 1 - December 31, 2017
* = In support of the Grand Barton Organ Restoration

CONTACT US

Overture Center Development Department | 608.258.4979 | development@overture.org
Double your **gift!**
Double your **impact!**
Double the **love!**

Dollar for dollar, your donation to Overture Center will be matched, up to $600,000!

Your generosity brings the power of Overture’s community programs to thousands of local children every year.

**All gifts received by JUNE 15 will be matched.** This match challenge is made possible thanks to our 2018 Local Legends:
- Connor Hughes Family
- Betty Harris Custer and Custer Plumb Financial
- Charles and Barbara Saeman
- Jack and Sarah Salzwedel
- Vance and Jody Tang
- Old National Bank

Add a gift to your subscription today!
Overture.org/makeagift | text OVERTURE to 41444 | 608.443.1758
Welcome to Overture Center for the Arts
Your enjoyment is important to us. Please contact an usher or the ticket office if you have any concerns about your experience here.

ORDERING & INFORMATION
Order online at overture.org

Buy in person/phone: Visit the ticket office located on the main level just off the Rotunda Lobby or call 608.258.4141 Mon-Fri, 11 AM-5:30 PM; Sat, 11 AM-2 PM; open additional hours evenings and weekends on days of ticketed performances.

Group orders: Groups of 10 or more receive a discount on most performances. Call 608.258.4159 to make reservations.

Visit overture.org for event listings, links to artist websites, video, audio, directions, parking and much more.

PATRON SERVICES & POLICIES
Accessibility: Request accommodations when ordering your tickets. Call 608.258.4452 for information, or to request the following:
• Wheelchair-accessible seating
• Sign language interpretation
• Braille playbill
• Other accommodations
More information: overture.org/tickets/faqs

Children and lap seating: Every person, regardless of age, must have a ticket to enter the theaters for performances. Discounted lap seats are available for some performances. Children under the age of six are not permitted at certain performances. See our season brochure, visit our website or call 608.258.4141 for information.

Event Staff: Stagehand services in Overture are provided by members of Local 251 of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees.

Ushering and other services are provided by Overture volunteers. For information, visit overture.org/volunteer or call 608.258.4962.

Lost and Found: Visit the information desk in the Rotunda Lobby or call 608.258.4973.

Rentals: For information on renting spaces for weddings, performances, meetings or other events, call 608.258.4163 or email events@overture.org.

ETIQUETTE
Please turn off all electronic devices.

Smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, is prohibited in Overture Center.

The use of cameras or audio recording in the theaters is prohibited without written permission from Overture Center and the performing company’s management.

Food, large bags and other large items are not permitted in the theaters. Bottled water and beverages in Overture refillable theater cups are allowed in the theaters at select shows.

In consideration of audience members with scent sensitivities and allergies, please refrain from use of perfumes, aftershaves and other fragrances.

RESIDENT COMPANIES
Bach Dancing & Dynamite Society
bachdancinganddynamite.org | 608.255.9866

Children’s Theater of Madison
ctmtheater.org | 608.255.2080

Forward Theater Company
forwardtheater.com | 608.234.5001

Kanopy Dance Company
kanopydance.org | 608.255.2211

Li Chiao-Ping Dance
lichiaopingdance.org | 608.835.6590

Madison Ballet
madisonballet.org | 608.278.7990

Madison Opera
madisonopera.org | 608.238.8085

Madison Symphony Orchestra
madisonsymphony.org | 608.257.3734

James Watrous Gallery
wisconsinacademy.org | 608.265.2500

Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra
wcoconcerts.org | 608.257.0638